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Get excited about… 
A research technique: 
✦ $9 billion a year 
✦ 40% of all survey research 
✦ Is growing 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the next ten minutes I’m going to try to get you excited about a research technique that: 1) brings in about 9 billion dollars a year, 2) represents about 40% of all survey research globally, and 3) continues to grow in many parts of the world. 



What is it? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is it?



What is it? 

 
 

Online Survey Research! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s Online survey research!Now before you tune out and start checking your emails - I know it’s not new and I know it’s not sexy, but I’ve just told you why you should care about it – it’s big and it continues to get bigger. 



The demise of survey research? 

For the foreseeable future,  
online survey research  

will continue to fuel many  
business decisions 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And while many have predicted the demise of survey research in years to come, the fact is, for at least the foreseeable future, online survey research will continue to provide the insights that fuel many of our most critical business decisions.



Shouldn’t we continue to care? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So if that’s the case, shouldn’t we continue to care about making sure that the data that come from the online surveys that we design, sell, buy, and analyze are of appropriate quality to support the marketing decisions that we and our business partners have to make? 



Shouldn’t we continue to care? 

 
YES! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think the answer to this question is an obvious “Yes!”It’s clearly not a new question.  In fact, concerns about online data quality reached a tipping point a few years ago when the research community asked the ARF to coordinate a collaborative study of online data quality issues, which ultimately became….



Foundations of Quality 
✦ Different panels produced different results 
✦ Panels varied: 

– Panelist tenure 
– Demographics 
– Recruiting methods 
– Incentives 

✦ Weighting & balancing couldn’t fix the differences 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
… the Foundations of Quality initiative – the largest project in ARF history.  That study showed that: Different research panels produced different results on known benchmarks and on concept purchase intent scores.Panels also varied significantly in terms of panelist tenure, demographics, recruiting methods, and incentives. And,Standard data weighting/balancing procedures couldn’t fix the differences.As the learning from that initiative was being translated into practice, we and our members recognized that more research was still needed to meet industry needs.  The continued growth of online survey research and rapid change in technology called for additional work to explore topics not included in the first study (now called FoQ 1).  The FoQ 1 sponsors urged us to adopt a risk-management orientation, and that advice significantly shaped what has become Foundations of Quality 2, the sequel to FoQ 1 which we launched this past year.



Foundations of Quality 2 
✦ Study drivers of online research quality 
✦ Propose and implement actionable solutions  
✦ Recommend policies to identify and use on-line sample 

sources  
✦ Educate the industry and promote best practices 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FoQ 2 set out to:Study key drivers of online research quality,Propose and implement actionable solutions to drive quality data delivery,Recommend clear and consistent policies to identify and use on-line sample sources for reliable research, andEducate the industry and promote best practices in online research quality.



Foundations of Quality 2 
✦ Sample sources 
✦ Selection procedures 
✦ Routers 
✦ Identity verification 
✦ Motivation & incentives 
✦ Undesired survey behavior 
✦ Survey frequency 
✦ Weighting 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our plan was to study the impact of 8 online research management practices on survey response quality.  Those 8 practices are:Respondent sample sources,Respondent selection procedures,The use of routers for sample optimization,Respondent identity verification processes,Respondent motivation and incentives,Procedures to reduce/eliminate undesired within-survey behavior,Survey participation frequency, andPost-hoc weighting procedures.



Foundations of Quality 2 
✦ 12 research buyers 
✦ 23 research suppliers 
✦ Volunteers 
✦ 75,000 completes 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
12 companies that buy research have contributed funds to support FOQ2.  23 companies that sell research have contributed sample, research design, survey design, survey hosting, data processing and analytical support.  Dozens and dozens of volunteers have contributed hours and hours of time because they shared the passion and the vision that we were doing something of critical importance for the industry. We’ve completed nearly 75,000 surveys; making this the second largest research project ever implemented by the ARF, second only FoQ 1, which included about 85,000 respondents.



Smartphone Survey-takers 
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Over 2,000 respondents took the survey on a smartphone - slightly 
more on a tablet. 
» This is the way they access the Internet 
» Younger, less well-off, more stressed 

Proportion who completed the survey in 
a single session was the same 

They enjoyed taking the survey at the 
same level as those taking it on a PC or 
tablet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a lot to learn about these respondents, and the FOQ2 survey will provide us a lot of insights into their world, mindsets, motivations for survey taking.What questions do you have to bring to the analysis?



Sample Routers 

✦ Use of sample routers growing 
✦ Routers are evolving and not well understood by clients 
✦ FOQ 2 can assess impact, benefits and risks 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Five Providers of River Sample in FOQ 2 are all also providers of Panel sampleBlending of Panel and River Sample is used by the majority of them



Router Research Design:  
Overview of Sampling Approaches 
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Parallel router  

Screener 1 
Outcome: 
DQ 
  

Screener 2 
Outcome: 
DQ 
  

Screener 3 
Outcome: 
QUALIFIED 
 

 
Enters and 
completes 
Study 4 
  

Serial router Non-router 
Screener 1 
Screener 2 
Screener 3 
Screener 4 

 
QUALIFIED: 
Screener 3 
Screener 4 
DQ: 
Screener 1 
Screener 2 
  

 
Random Selection of 
Study  
 

 
Enters and 
completes 
Study 4 

Screener Study 
 

Outcome:  DQ 
 

Outcome: 
QUALIFY 
  

Completes 
Study 8 

  

DONE; No 
study 

completed 
  

…and so on for each individual study 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three Router Conditions were tested along with a control using an unrouted survey. Serial Router with small number of screensSerial Router with extended screensParallel Router with all screens on a single page



Router Effects Appear Small & Variable 
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50% 

55% 

60% 

65% 

Control Serial-R Serial-X Parallel 

How satisfied with your life?   "Satisfied" 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No evidence of a consistent bias, nor of large variations in our initial assessment of Router EffectsDifferences across benchmarks are small with no clear direction of biasIt’s too early in the analysis to say there’s no significant difference between an extended serial router experience, and a non-router survey experience, but that difference is neither large nor menacing.



Panel & River Sample 

FOQ2 included panel and river sample  
River sample results comparable to panel sample results 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On first inspection, the River sample provided by five prominent panel sample providers, looks very comparable to the panel sample.There is much more to do here, but it appears likely that we will have an opportunity to pull some best practices guidelines from 



ARF FOQ 2 Industry Benefits 
Short-term Benefits 
✦ Common understanding, focus and terminology 
✦ “Appropriate practices” 

Longer-term Benefits 
✦ Quality metrics and practices 
✦ Tools for survey approaches: 

– Reduce bias 
– Better match research design with research needs 
– Better align research price and value 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what’s in it for the industry?  In the short-term, FoQ2 will deliverCommon understanding, focus and terminology around key online practices, and“Appropriate practice” models for both research sellers and research buyers. In the longer term, we will deliver:Quality metrics and practices to help reduce risk and waste andTools for survey approaches that will:Allow us to reduce bias,Better match research design to research needs, and Better align research price and value.



“Fitting the Pieces of the Quality Puzzle Together ” 

 
FoQ2 Panel Discussion 

Tuesday, March 19 
3:35 pm 

Insights Zone, 5th Floor 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tomorrow afternoon you’ll have the opportunity to meet the leaders of the FoQ2 team as we unveil the preliminary learning from this groundbreaking industry initiative.  This is your chance to be among the first to learn what is being discovered.  Beyond the initial findings, the ongoing FOQ2 analytic plan will also be shared. I hope you’ll plan to join us tomorrow at 3:35 in the Insights Zone on the 5th floor.Thank you very much.
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